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Abstract: It is different for the liquid tank semi-trailer to keep roll stability
during turning or emergency voidance, and that may cause serious accidents.
Although the scholars did lots of research about the roll stability of liquid tank
semi-trailer in theory by calculating and simulation, how to make an effective
early warning of rollover is still unsolved in practice. The reasons include
the complex driving condition and the difficulty of the vehicle parameter
obtaining. The feasible method used currently is evaluating the roll stability
of a liquid tank semi-trailer by the lateral acceleration or the attitude of the
vehicle. Unfortunately, the lateral acceleration is more useful for sideslip rather
than rollover, and the attitude is a kind of posterior way, which means it is hard
to take measures to cope with the rollover accident when the attitude exceeds
the safety threshold. Considering the movement of the vehicle is totally caused
by the wheel force, the rollover could also be predicted by the changing of the
wheel force. Therefore, in this paper, we developed a method to analyze the
roll stability by the vertical wheel force. A thorough experiment environment
is established, and the effectiveness of the proposed method is verified in real
driving conditions.

Keywords: Roll stability; wheel force; liquid tank semi-trailer; real driving
conditions

1 Introduction

The liquid tank semi-trailer has become the main carrier for liquid chemical products transporta-
tion, because of the large transportation capacity and low transportation costs [1,2]. And it also brings
serious safety risks for the road traffic. The report shows that the accident probability caused by the
liquid tank semi-trailer accounts for about 80% of all dangerous goods transportation.

Like the ordinary heavy-duty semi-trailers, the liquid tank semi-trailer has a high center of gravity,
a large load, a narrower track relative to the height of the vehicle, and a coupling effect between the
tractor and the trailer [3]. All these factors lead to a quite low roll stability limit for the liquid tank
semi-trailer. The literature shows nearly one-third accidents of heavy semi-trailers are rollover [4–6].
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What’s worse is that the liquid in the tank has no definite shape and is fluid during driving
[7,8]. That makes the trailer system is always in an unstable state and has the characteristics of low
rollover threshold. In the actual transportation process, due to the limitation of vehicle axle load on
the road transportation, the different density of liquid cargo, the restriction of thermal expansion,
and contraction cause the liquid to not fill the entire tank, which means the trailer is essentially in
partially filled condition [9,10]. In this situation, the liquid sloshing in the tank of the trailer has an
obvious coupling effect with the dynamics of the whole vehicle [11]. Therefore, compared with ordinary
heavy-duty semi-trailers, the roll stability of liquid tank semi-trailer is more difficult to be guaranteed,
especially under driving conditions such as emergency braking, high-speed lane change or obstacle
avoidance [12].

Therefore, to intervene the vehicle effectively before a rollover accident occurs, it is necessary
to evaluate the roll stability of the liquid tank semi-trailer during driving by the vehicle dynamic
parameters sensing. The rest of this study is organized as follows. Section 2 analyzes the dynamic model
in the rollover processing and the proposed evaluation standard. Section 3 describes the design details
of the vertical wheel force acquisition equipment, which is indeed a specially manufactured wheel
force sensor. Section 4 introduces the test equipment for the actual vehicle experiment, including the
distribution of the sensors and the protective equipment, and the experiment results of the real liquid
tank semi-trailer are also shown in this section. At last, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Roll Dynamics Model and the Evaluation Standard of Roll Stability
2.1 Roll Dynamics Model

The roll dynamics model is essential to study the vehicle roll phenomenon. Considering that the
roll of the trailer part is the main form of the vehicle roll, and the rear axle of the trailer is the dangerous
point of the vehicle roll instability, the rear axle of the trailer is selected to establish the roll dynamics
model in this paper, as shown in Fig. 1 [13], and the model could be also described by (1).(

J2,x + m2h2
)
φ̈ + dφ̇ φ̇ + (

cφ − m2gh
)
φ = m2hay,1 (1)
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Figure 1: Roll dynamics model

The states in (1) are the roll angle φ and the lateral acceleration of the unsprung mass ay,1. Other
parameters of the model, which could be obtained offline include the sprung mass roll moment of
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inertia J2,x, the sprung mass m2, the nominal height of G2 over roll axis h, the roll damping of passive
suspension dφ̇, and the roll stiffness of passive suspension cφ.

2.2 Criterion of Roll Stability

During the driving of the vehicle, even if there is a center of gravity deviation or lateral acceleration,
as long as the road surface can provide sufficient support to balance the roll torque generated by the
above situation, the vehicle will not roll over. A large number of simulations and experiments show that
rollover accidents usually occur when the balance torque provided by the road surface is insufficient.
Therefore, the rollover coefficient CF defined by the vertical load of the rear axle of the vehicle is the
more accurate one among the currently recognized rollover standards, which is shown in (2).

CF = Fz,L − Fz,R

Fz,L + Fz,R

(2)

Where Fz,L and Fz,R represent the vertical force on the left and right wheels, respectively. Obviously,
the rollover coefficient CF satisfies −1 ≤ CF ≤ 1, and when the vehicle is driving normally on a level
road, since Fz,L and Fz,R are the same, CF is equal to 0. At the same time, if Fz,L does not equal to Fz,R,
the vehicle has a rollover risk. In extreme cases, if Fz,L = 0 or Fz,R = 0, then the left or right wheel lifts
off, which indicates that a rollover is about to occur.

Because the vertical wheel forces are hard to be obtained in real time, they are often estimated by
using the roll dynamics model shown in Fig. 1. And at this time, Eq. (2) could be written in the form
of (2). Where m is the overall vehicle mass, T is the axle length, hR is the height of the rolling axis from
the ground, and ay,2 is the lateral acceleration of the sprung mass.

CF = 2m2

mT

(
(hR + h cos φ)

ay,2

g
+ h sin φ

)
(3)

Furthermore, Assuming m2 � (m − m2), (hR + h cos φ) ay,2/g � h sin φ, and the roll angle φ to be
small, Eq. (3) is approximated by (4), in which hR and h could be measured at the start of each ride,
and ay,2 also could be given by an IMU. Thus, Eq. (3) is available for ordinary vehicles.

CF ≈ 2 (hR + h) ay,2

Tg
(4)

Unfortunately, for the liquid tank semi-trailer, the liquid in the tank might shake during the driving
condition, which causes the position of the center of gravity of the tank to change. That means the
parameter h is always changing [14–15]. In this situation, the estimation of CF could not follow (4).
To solve this problem and then evaluate the roll stability of the liquid tank semi-trailer accurately, we
should come back to (2) and sensor the wheel force in real time.

3 Design of the Wheel Force Sensor
3.1 Coordinates Definition

The wheel force sensor could measure various forces between the wheel and the road and of course,
it has to be installed on the wheel itself. Since the wheel is rotating during driving, there is a difference
between the sensing coordinate and the calculating coordinate of the wheel force. To deal with this
problem, two coordinates are defined, respectively in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Definition of the coordinates

In Fig. 2, the vehicle body coordinate {obxbybzb} (wheel force calculating coordinate) is relatively
stationary with the body of the trailer with ob on the centre of the wheel, obzb perpendicular to the
ground, obxb to the front of the trailer body, and obyb to the side. In addition, the origin of the wheel
coordinate {owxwywzw} (wheel force sensing coordinate) coincides with that of {obxbybzb}, and is fixed
on the wheel.

It is worth to note that these two coordinates completely coincide at the beginning, then as the
wheel rotates, the coordinate {owxwywzw} rotates around the obxb axis relative to {obxbybzb}. At this time,
the conversion relationship between two coordinates could be described in (5).⎡
⎣ xb

yb

zb

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎣ cos θ 0 sin θ

0 1 0
− sin θ 0 cos θ

⎤
⎦

⎡
⎣ xw

yw

zw

⎤
⎦ (5)

3.2 Sensor Design

In the scene that this paper is concerned about, the measurement of vertical force is essential [16].
However, due to the rotation of the wheel, the vertical and longitudinal forces are coupled with each
other in the sensing process, and it can be seen from (5) that the relationship between the measured
wheel forces in the wheel coordinate {owxwywzw} and the actual wheel forces in the wheel coordinate
{obxbybzb} obeys (6). Where

[
Fb

x , Fb
y , Fb

z

]
and

[
Fw

x , Fw
y , Fw

z

]
are the actual and measured vertical, side and

longitudinal wheel forces, respectively.⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

Fb
x = cos θ · Fw

x + sin θ · Fw
z

Fb
y = Fw

y

Fb
z = − sin θ · Fw

x + cos θ · Fw
z

(6)

In order to sense both vertical and longitudinal wheel forces, a spoke elastic body is designed as
in Fig. 3 [17]. The inner ring of the elastic body is connected to the axle of the trailer, and the outer
ring is connected to the wheel. When the wheel is under force, the eight strain beams located between
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the inner and the outer ring will be slightly deformed, and these deformations can be converted into
electrical signals by the bridge composed of resistance strain gauges [18].

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Elastic body: (a) Design diagram; (b) Physical photo

The division of strain gauges on the strain beams is shown in Fig. 4 [19]. Specifically, the strain
gauges, which are used to sense Fw

x and Fw
z are located in the middle of the strain beams to sensitive

tension and pressure on it [20]. And the strain gauges on the bottom of the beam are sensitive to the
shear force for the measurement of Fw

y . Furthermore, to improve the sensitivity and reduce the common
mode error, the strain gauges form differential bridges as in Fig. 5 [21]. By the elastic body and these
bridges, the forces in {owxwywzw} could be converted into the voltage signal and then be collected and
processed to obtain the actual wheel forces in {obxbybzb}. In this course, it’s worth noting that the angle
θ is also a need to finish the coordinate system conversion based on (6). Therefore, an encoder which
could record the rotational angle of the wheel is indispensable in the wheel force sensor assembly.
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Figure 4: Division of strain gauges

Fig. 6 shows the complete wheel force sensor assembly [22]. The elastic body ( 4©) connects the
axle and the rim ( 2©) by the inner and outer ring flanges ( 1© and 3©), and in order not to interfere
with the axle head, the special flanges are relatively long. The elastic body and the strain gauges on
it are protected by the metal cover ( 5©) to keep the water and dust away. The encoder and the signal
acquisition circuit are located in the circuit box ( 6©). The fastener ( 7©) is used to fix one end of the
encoder to the trailer body, so that the output of the encoder could directly reflect the rotation angle
of the wheel.
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Figure 6: Wheel force sensor assembly: (a) Exploded view of the wheel force sensor assembly; (b) Axle
head; (c) Physical photo

The wheel force information collected by the wheel force sensor will be wirelessly transmitted to
the processing terminal on the trailer via Bluetooth, and decoupling calculations will be performed to
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obtain the actual wheel force. As in Figs. 7 and 8, the raw data obtained directly by the wheel force
sensor shows an oscillating waveform due to the rotation of the wheel, and the oscillation amplitudes
of Fw

x and Fw
z are equal, while the phase difference is π/2. After decoupling with the rotation angle, the

actual wheel forces that can be used for the analysis of the roll stability of the liquid tank semi-trailer
are as shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the vertical wheel force remains unchanged,
and the longitudinal wheel force is near 0, which indicates that the trailer is maintaining a straight-line
state at a constant speed.
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Figure 7: Raw wheel forces in the wheel coordinate
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Figure 8: Decoupling wheel forces in the trailer body coordinate

4 Real Vehicle Experiment
4.1 Experimental Equipment

In order to test the actual effect of the trailer rollover stability analysis method used in this paper,
on the premise of ensuring the safety of personnel, a liquid tank semi-trailer is modified according to
the method shown in Fig. 9.
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Figure 9: Liquid tank semi-trailer for experiment

First of all, an anti-rollover bracket is fixed on both sides of the tank. This bracket could provide
effective support when the trailer is about to roll over, thereby avoiding accidents and ensuring the
safety of the driver. Then the active suspension is equipped to adjust the pressure of the hydraulic
lever, so that the trailer can regain its balance when a roll is about to occur. This active suspension
can reduce the risk of rolling effectively, and its control signal could also be used to verify the analysis
results of rollover stability based on wheel force. At last, two sets of sensors are installed to obtain the
driving information of the semi-trailer. One is the high-precision inertial measurement unit (IMU),
and the other is the wheel force sensor. The IMU is put on the middle of the trailer and is used to sense
the three-axis acceleration and angular velocity. The Wheel force sensors are installed on the last axle
of the trailer to measure the longitudinal and vertical wheel forces on the left and right sides, since the
research shows that the last axle is where the rollover often occurs.

4.2 Experimental Results
4.2.1 Half-Load Steady State Rotation Test

The half-load steady state rotation test, which is widely used in the roll stability analysis, is carried
out to compare the three stability criteria of wheel force, lateral acceleration, and roll angle. To ensure
safety, the professional vehicle test site and experienced drivers are selected to carry out the dangerous
test. The trailer trajectory of the test which consists of three intact left and right turns, is shown in the
Fig. 10.

The wheel forces and vehicle speed in the half-load steady state rotation test are shown in Fig. 11.
It can be clearly seen from the figure that the trend of wheel force is basically the same as the trailer
speed. When the trailer is driving in a straight line, the vertical forces on the left and right wheel are
almost the same, since the trailer is in balance. However, when the trailer begins to turn, the pressure
increases in the turning direction and decreases in the opposite. Thus, the vertical forces on both sides
change reversely.
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Figure 10: Trajectory of the half-load steady state rotation test
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Figure 11: Data of the half-load steady state rotation test

The comparison of the three roll stability criteria including wheel force, lateral acceleration, and
roll angle are in Fig. 12. What can be noticed is that the three criteria have the same general trends but
different details. In the zoomed-in figure, it could be found that when the trailer has a rollover risk,
the first thing that is sensitive to this change is CF , which is calculated by the vertical wheel force, since
the changing of the wheel loads is the reason of the changing of the attitude. Considering the situation
of the whole six left and right turns, using CF as the criterion can buy one more second for the active
control of the trailer, which is very critical for driving safety under extreme conditions. The half-load
steady state rotation test has a low risk factor, and the most intense maneuver occurred at the end of
the second left turn, which is with the deceleration of 0.52 m/s2, so that the active suspension did not
work during the test.
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Figure 12: Comparison of the three roll stability criteria in half-load steady state rotation test

4.2.2 Steering Brake Test

The steering brake test is highly dangerous since the speed of the trailer is higher, and the brake
pedal needs to be depressed while turning [23]. The changing of the speed and the situation of the
EBS signal of the active suspension (20 means on and 0 means off) in the steering brake test is shown
in Fig. 13. It is obviously that there are three severe decelerations in this test, and the decrease speed
are 1.32 m/s2 (around the 50th second, decreased by 11.4 km/h in 2.4 s), 1.50 m/s2 (around the 150th
second, decreased by 11.9 km/h in 2.2 s) and 1.49 m/s2 (around the 275th second, decreased by 12.9
km/h in 2.4 s) respectively. These three decelerations have all triggered the active suspension controller.
Furthermore, Fig.14 shows that the response sensitivity of the CF criterion is still better than the lateral
acceleration and roll angle under emergency braking conditions.
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Figure 13: Data of the steering brake test
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Figure 14: Comparison of the three roll stability criteria in steering brake test

5 Conclusion

The rollover stability analysis is crucial for the liquid tank semi-trailer to guarantee the safety
of the driver and the equipment. Compare with the lateral acceleration and roll angle, the rollover
coefficient CF defined by the vertical load is more credible based on the relative research. While the CF

here could not be evaluated by the approximate formula, since when the tank is half loaded, its center
of gravity will change in real time during driving. Thus a special wheel force sensor is designed in this
paper. Then the half-load steady state rotation and steering brake tests are carried out to verify that
the CF calculated by the vertical wheel forces is more sensitive than the other commonly used stability
criteria. Therefore, that the suspension system can take action as early as possible to avoid rollover
accidents.
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